Meeting Minutes – Final Version
Project Meeting Foligno, October 21-23, 2019

Participants: particiption list is enclosed
Responsible for Meeting Minutes: Barbara Stumpf (leadpartner) in
cooperation with Martin Schobert (St. Elmo’s Tourismusmarketing)

slide numbers: 1-16

title: Work Package Project Management

a) GENERAL INFORMATION: BUDGET + INVOICES + PROJECT PARTNERS
The overall budget plan was adapted for 9 partners because our Romanian partners didn’t submit the project.
All costs from each partner are included (according to the approval letters). Every project partner shall take a
look again and make sure that everyone has parked € 43.154,82 in total for transnational costs. The
transnational costs will be paid from the lead partner, therefore every partner will get the invoices for the
transnational costs from the lead partner with the attributable share for each project partner.
Please note: The procurement is not finished for the whole project (this is important, otherwise we can’t react
or adapt our budget if necessary), therefore minor budget changes (shiftings between budget lines) should be
possible for all partners. In this new budget the first invoice from the lead partner was divided through 10
partners. Romania has informed the lead partner that they will pay the first invoice even though they decided
to leave the project. So from this moment on all invoices will be divided through 9 partners.
Discussion: Romania, LAG Valle Umbra and Lithuania didn’t pay the first transnational invoice so far. Marco
Parroni explained in the project that he will need further documents from the lead partner to be able to pay
the invoice – he will send a prepared excel-file to the lead partner and he will ask to fill in the new budget.
Lithuania explained that the financal contract is still not signed and that the management authority needs the
approval letters in Lithuanian language.
b) DISCUSSION TIME PLAN:

#

When

What

Where

1

2019 January

Project Kick-off Meeting 1

Hartberg

2

2019 June

Train the Trainer 1 How to Product
Development Workshop

Romania

3

2019 October

Project Meeting 2

Umbria

1

4

2019 November

Train the Trainer 2 (2 people who
become the trainer)

5

2020

5 Press Trips

6

2020 March

Train the Trainer 3

7

2020 March

Website Go-Live

8

2020 April

Project Meeting 3

LAG Start 2020

9

2020 Autmn

Project Meeting 4

Lithuania

10

2021

4 Press Trips

11

2021 Spring

Project Meeting 5

Sweden

12

2021 Atumn

Project Meeting 6

Austria / Urfahr

13

2021

4 Press Trips

Luxembourg

Germany

results / decisions
a) All project partners agreed collectively that we can proceed with our project with 9 partners without our
Romanian Partners. The overall costs shall stay the same. Minor project shiftings between budget lines are
possible. If problems arise, the lead partner will be informed immediately. Lithuania asked the lead partner
for a entry of all project approvals into a EUROPEAN PROJECT DATABASE. Barbara didn’t know which database
is meant, she will clarfiy this issue back home. All project partners agreed that the payment of the next invoices
shall be faster, so that also the lead partner can concentrate more on content related topics and we can
proceed in our project smoothly. For all upcoming invoices the lead partner will prepare a bilingual
procurement documentation (English/German), contract of the offer, original invoices and invoice for each
project partner. The original invoices from our contract partners CAN ONLY BE PAID from the lead partner,
when the attributable shares of all partners are paid. Therefore, please pay in time! Our common working
language is English, translations into other languages if necessary can’t be done from the lead partner and
have to be organized from the respective partners.
Supplement to the protocol: The issue of the European Project Database was clarified with the Austrian
Management Authority and also with the Federal Ministry of Sustainable Tourism of Austria. This database is
not available for us project partners and also not for public, therefore it is not the duty of the lead partner to
enter the project approvals into this platform. It is the duty of each managing authority in the respective
country to fill in your project approvals into this database. Until now, just Sweden, Austria and Germany
entered the project approvals.
b) The next transnational project meeting will be organized from LAG Start 2020 from 20-23 April 2020. The
3rd Train the Trainer will be organized from Germany (LAG Märkische Seen) from 16-18 March 2020.

To-Do‘s

Who?

When?

payment of 1st transnational invoice

LAG Valle Umbra, Lithuania,
Romania
will be prepared from lead partner
in October/November 2019,
checking and payment from all
partners
managing authorities of Italy,
Luxembourg and Lithuania

as soon as possible

next transnational invoices

entry of your project approvals into
European Project Database

checking and payment until
end of November 2019 from
all project partners
as soon as possible

2

organizing next transnational
project meeting

LAG START 2020 (Italy)

20-23 April 2020 (preparing
access plan, participation list
and agenda appr. 2 weeks in
advance)
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title: Work Package Product Development and Testing
77-122, 135-156
a) GENERAL INFORMATION
Martin Schobert repeated the main outcomes of our first Train the Trainer Seminar in Cluj-Napoca,
Romania:
• Product Template + different methods (e.g. stages of travel, Boom-wow-wow-Boom-dramaturgy,
customer journey map, experience pyramid) as support for developing your regional Slow Trips
offers
• Key Values of Slow Trips shall be integrated in all offers: Contact to locals, learning together,
authenticity, storytelling, hidden treasures, social sustainability, ecological sustainability, economic
sustainability
• for the next Train the Trainer Seminar Martin will also prepare a workbook for all participants
• Pricing: Business Model Canvas as an orientation
Martin Schobert described that our suppliers shall charge a high value for their participants. The Business
Model Canvas helps for finding the right price and all single positions. As an example: 100 € per person: 6
hours-guided tour, photo documentation, including coffee, meal, vine etc. It always depends on the story
behind, so the calculation sheet shall only be an orientation and helping tool when finding the right price.
Before it comes clear how to calculate the offer, think about the business mode canvas. It should be the first
important step when we define our price. It includes key partners, key activities and cost structure.
slide numbers:

For which activities can we calculate our price? As an example: The guide takes the photos for the visitors,
he/she tells secrets, spring water during a bike tour is included, think about toilet entries … It is very
important that you calculate the net-budget.
Martin Schobert presented 5 different methods how to calculate the price of your offers: Take into account
all of them. You can’t tell a business entrepreneur which method is the best one. The business owner has to
decide which method is the best for himself/herself:
1) oriented to the past
2) goal- and revenue-oriented
3) competitor-oriented
4) benchmark-oriented
5) zero-base-oriented
The price should be divided into fixed price-elements and also variable price according how many
participants will participate. We will train one method at our next Train the Trainer Seminar. You must
know your own expenses! That’s the most important message.
b) Feedback to Slow Trips Tour in Foligno (during meeting) and to Status Quo of each region (see results)
c) Press Trips, Creating Media Concept
Due to important discussions and decision makings during the meeting, there was not enough time to
discuss and explain the PR Concept and planned Press Trips in detail, which are described on the slides pg.
135-156. Barbara explained that she started the procurement with HMC, our transnational PR contract
partner. They will create a media concept and they will also support us with our social media concept from
the begin of January 2020.

results / decisions
a) a workbook will help participants at 2nd Train the Trainer Seminar for further developing their first Slow
Trips offers à this will be presented from Martin at our next Train the Trainer Seminar
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b) feedback Slow Trips offers Foligno (LAG Valle Umbra):

positive feedback:
• Slow Food (22/10/2019): The dinner at Trevi was very authentic, we were able to taste different
olive oils. We could get an insight to the people who are working in the restaurant. Very good
regional food. Coffee with Ricotta. Love & proudness of locals, passion of the locals for their food.
Authenticity of those 2 sympathic men. Fantastic age of restaurant staff!
• Colfiorito Park / guiding through nature town: Manuela as a guide has a good story telling, she is a
big asset and a great ambassador for Umbria. It was nice to get the binoculars during the walking
tour. Possibility to watch birds.
• Rasiglia / village tour: There is a potential to interact more with local people and to experience local
life stories and the rural life style. It was impressive to walk through the inner city and to see all the
historical buildings. Lots of old machines / handcraft / possibility to get in contact with locals /
interesting photo documentation in the village. It would be a good Slow Trips experience to stay in
the village and to have the possiblity to work with the locals. Connection between water and local
life style.
Things / ideas to improve:
• We missed the results and tactics of the first Train the Trainer Seminar! The trained sessions in
Romania were not implemented in both tours à these aren’t real Slow Trips offers. The Slow
Trips Criteria weren’t fulfilled in both offered tours, unfortunately. „Just“ walking behind the
guide is not Slow Trips. The speaches were too long =), better directly with an English speaking
guide than long translations (both tours). Please look for already existing offers in your region
(e.g. greenways bike & bite at tripadvisor.com) and get in contact with them! Try first to come
back to offers from the 1st CultTrips project.
• Rasiglia / village tour: It would be a good Slow Trips experience to stay in the village and to have the
possiblity to work with the locals. The water village is very nice and has big potential. The guided
tour was too long à better: no discussions among guides during the experience – it feels
disturbing guests. Engage english speaking guides for international guests. Not enough contact with
the locals, practical part was missing. No interaction between potentials. People should speak for
themselves. Get more in touch with locals by taking a seat for example instead of standing around
(different feeling); self-participating in different activities; Guests should have time to have a drink,
visit local shops also! Picture of culture, landscape and people etc. à support the construction.
Shops were open, but we didn’t use them.
• Nature Town / Colfiorito Park: „Be a nature-guide for a day“ à practical part must be developed!
The itinerary in the park could be improved. We were a large group, it was difficult to keep
participants concentrated on the stories. Guides were speaking in Italian too long, but explanations
in English were short and funny. Integrate all 5 senses in this tour. A special activity was missing.
Involve guests or make a direct experience. There were too many theoretical explanations.
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Presentations of regions and status of slow trips products / experiences
Austria (LAG Oststeirisches Kernland et al.)

Eastern Styria is working currently on different offers, but also unusual accommodations and they are always
thinking about a special framed story and other interesting places next to their Slow Trips Offers. It is very
important that every project partner tries to develop real Slow Trips Offers, but also think about the frame
story, about hidden treasures, lost places, photo points, local attractions which are next to your Slow Trips offer
and can be visited from your guests themselves. Also try to combine your offers with unusual accommodations
so that your guests are able to stay longer in your region. We will integrate in our website a „must-see-map“,
where we can also highlight other interesting or unusual places in your region which are not bookable with our
booking tool.
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Austria (LAG Urfahr West)

Urfahr West has already gained some experience from the world rowing championship 2019. It is really good
that Urfahr West tried out their first offers directly at this event as a side event program. 5 of 10 packages
have been booked on the spot. Most popular were historical buildings, animals and cooking offers. They
already have 8 providers for these 5 packages. At the moment, Urfahr West has 2 Slow Trips Offers ready:
Lama Trekking and Recharge your batteries. Discussion was about regional development workshop – it was
hard to find enough suppliers, so they had to cancel the workshop. In November they will try again. Feedback
St. Elmo’s Marketing: What is special about Lama Trekking? What’s the difference to other Lama Trekking
tours in other regions? Try to find a Unique Selling Proposition for your own region.
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Germany (Märkische Seen)

Several partners come into question for Slow Trips offers at Märkische Seen, but there are no concrete
agreements yet. Examples: Cycling Tour „Adler trifft Zander“, Guided tour with the night watchman of
Altlandsberg, workshop how to make chocolate candys at Schlossgut Altlandsberg, Workshop hot to brew
beer at Fürstenwalde with brewmaster Olli, Guided Tour with a nature park ranger in the nature park
Märkische Schweiz.
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Italy, Basilicata (LAG La Cittadella del Sapere):

9

LAG La Cittadella del Sapere presented 3 ready offers and also mentioned the synergy with movie tourism in
Basilicata as an example. Good starting, go forward. Discussions were made regarding the Slow Trips Offer
„The Eagle’s Flight“. What is special about this offer in contrast to other „Eagle’s Flight-Offers“ in other regions.
What is the connection to your region? How can be all Slow Trips Criteria fulfilled? What’s the learning
experience or the connect to the locals part? Which story telling about your region? People shall participate,
not only have an adventure that they can book everywhere else. Guests shall learn something about your
region, about your special and unique stories in your region. Make it more unique and try to respect all Slow
Trips Criteria in developing your offers.
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Italy (LAG Start 2020):

LAG Start 2020 didn’t participate at the first Train the Trainer meeting. It is very important that all Slow Trips Criteria are
fulfilled when developing a Slow Trips Offer. How can be the „Basicilicata Movie Tourism“ be a bookable Slow Trips Offer?
Good example with „Cooking school with locals“. There was a general discussion in Foligno that it would be good when every
region has one good regional food Slow Trips Offer. But also think about other offers, not only food.
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Luxembourg (LAG Atert-Wark et. al.)

Good examples of Slow Trips Offers. In Luxembourg the „Rural Musem „Thillenvogtei“ in Rindschleiden“ (jump back 150 years
ago and learn how people lived there, bake your own bread, option: relax and enjoy beautiful landscape), a regional food offer
(cook together a typical Luxembourgish meal, wine tasting included), national gliding centre in Useldange with a local guide,
archeological reseracher group (cook a roman soup outside), Smuggler Tour in the dark forest of Beckerich, Slate Museum
with different activities, learning to play the traditional game of skittles (ninepins) were presented. The most unusual and
special interesting offer is propably the Smuggler Tour. The castle tour will be part of the next Train the Trainer Seminar
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Lithuania (LAG Alytus et al):

6 Slow Trips Offers were presented from our Lithuanian project partner. In the project group we discussed the
very special offer of a „paramilitary citizenship camp“. All partners shall take care that our offers are not
negative associated. They shall be strange and different and special, but we have to take care that we don’t
exceed the limits of dark tourism. The naming „paramilitary citizenship camp“ is kind of shocking, too shocking.
But the offer itself can be very interesting, when tourists have the opportunity to get to know a military as a
„survival camp“ or from the perspective of „protection“. But please make sure that tourists don’t have to
handle with weapons or other extreme military stuff. When you choose such an offer you have to be very
careful what you can expect from international tourists without catching terrible reviews after the first
bookings.
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Sweden (LAG Nedre Dalälven 3):

LAG Nedre Dalälven 3 has uploaded 6 Slow Trips Offers on G-Drive so far. The topics are e.g. canoe activities,
farm activity (wheel chair à run into the woods), horse back riding with natural cooking, using local herbs,
lunch cooking, swedish woman making courses for flyfishing, guided tours (historic tours and nature tours)
from Eva-Lena. Offers sound very interesting so far! We discussed the questionning about videos, if it is
possible to upload them on the booking tool also (Barbara will check). Story telling is quite difficult, therefore
we will need a good texter which is helping us with finding good texts for our offers. And for many offers we
also have the language issue. For international guests it is necessary to speak English. We agreed that it don’t
have to be a very proper English. Martin Schobert also told from a new technology, so called ear plugs. But
until this technology is implemented, we should try to find translators or suppliers who can speak little English.
BrandBook is very important for developing the products to understand the brand better.
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to-do‘s

who

when

Preparation work of our PR Agency: it
is necessary to upload on G-Drive or
sending directly to the lead partner

one contact person for PR agency
(including name, e-mail address,
phone number) mail to
barbara.stumpf@zeitkultur.at
Contact person for PR agency

31/12/2019

Contact person for PR agency

31/12/2019

all project partners

31/12/2019

all project partners

30/11/2019

all project partners (send at least
2 trainers from each region)

17-20/11/2019

Organizing 3rd Train the Trainer, fix
your trainers from your region
Feedback to the brandbook

all project partners

Integration of the feedback

Saint Elmo’s Tourismusmarketing

feedback brandbook (2nd and final
feedback)
Final integration (and final delivery)

Lead partner

3rd Train the Trainer:
16-18 March 2020
As soon as possible, best
second week of November
The week after the train the
trainer seminar
As soon as possible

Saint Elmo’s Tourismusmarketing

First week of december

Please provide a regional project
description (informal information for
our PR Agency of your status quo in
your region): What is your USP
(loveletter - 12 sentences)?
What did you already communicate in
public about Slow Trips?
What is planned to communicate in
your region?
Give a general background
information about your region:
How are you/ your region?
What is special about your region?
Please provide also your regional
press releases in your country
language (if you already have some)
to our PR Agency for a first
information and better planning!
develop first Slow Trips offers (appr.
10 offers per region, at least 5 shall be
ready per region when our website is
going ON-LIVE)
defining 1 press manager as contact
person for our PR Agency and also for
our Social Media Platforms
participating at next Train the Trainer
Seminar in Luxembourg, fill in missing
datas in participation list, prepare 1
Slow Trips Offer with the provided Slow
Trips Template and present your offer
at this Seminar (max. 10 minutes!)

Lead partner

31/12/2019
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title: Work Package Placement, Distribution and Dissemination
123-132
a) transnational website:
The website will be made from crosseye marketing, process started already. Procurement is finished. As soon
as the brandbook (or essential parts of it are finished), crosseye marketing can start with the first design
template for our transnational website. We will get a website prototype, where we can test different functions
before „Go-Live“. The „Go-Live“ of the first version of our website is planned in March 2020. Budget was
adapted (see budget plan), now we have more marketing budget for our website and our Slow Trips Products.
A newsletter tool will be also integrated in our transnational website. Barbara presented a first Mock-Up of the
website, what shall be integrated in our transnational website. Unfortunately, there was no time to discuss it
deeper. We will work on it together.
slide numbers:

b) booking tool:
It was a very hard process for the lead partner. Barbara called Regiondo and also other booking tools with
support of crosseye marketing around 20 times. The offer of Regiondo was adapted several times, now all
languages from all participating project partners are available in this offer. Example of a region which is using
Regiondo is www.experiencecotedazur.com. Please take a look how the offers are integrated in this platform.
We will have other categories and also our website will look different. But herewith you can get a first
impression how Regiondo works. Every project partner will get a central DMO Account and has the possibility
to open in this project budget 15 accesses for your regional suppliers. Every supplier shall calculate at least
3,5 percent for the standard payment charge of his/her offer. It is possible for each supplier to open further
distribution channels with REGIONDO, but then the supplier has to pay an additional charge for using the
system. There is a channel manager included, this means every region can decide to publish their slow
experience at the digital marketplaces of big players like mydays / jollydays / Jochen Schweizer / viator (trip
advisor) / Expedia. If you want to use these marketplaces (channels) your suppliers have to calculate an
additional marketing provision of 15-30 percent to the price of the Slow Trips offer. The lead partner didn’t
contract yet, but we have to contract as soon as Regiondo can also offer all languages. Suggested starting
date: March 2020. Until this time from every region at least 5 offers shall be ready (including pictures,
activating headlines and core messages, valuable pricing etc.). So please try to develop different offers as a
first suggestion as soon as possible (best until end of this year).

local marketing
a) Please make your regional website domain registrations (www.slowtrips.XX) à XX = your country domain
The registration of the trademark will be done from the lead partner. Costs will be paid from lead partner,
appr. costs are € 2.480,- (these are costs which can’t be refunded).
b) The decision was made to use REGIONDO as our common booking tool. For a proper and efficient use of
Regiondo from March 2020 it is the own job (!!!) of each project partner to develop suitable, inspiring and
attractive Slow Trips offers. First offer-examples will be discussed as a best practice examples at the train
the trainer seminar in Luxembourg.

to-do‘s

who

when

register regional website domains
register trademark Slow Trips

all project partners
lead partner

as soon as possible
as soon as brandbook is
finished
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title: Work Package Placement, Distribution and Dissemination
17-76
a) The Brand Book.
Outlines of the first version of the brandbook where presented from St. Elmo’s Tourismusmarketing. The
content is structured into capitals like ‘the brand’, ‘design guideline’, ‘visual language’, ‘wording’.
The Brand Book shall help all project stakeholders, your regional ambassadors and your regional product
developers to understand the brand of Slow Trips. It will be also to basics of marketing activities of all our
contract partners like website developer, booking tool, photographer etc. A checklist for the offer shall be
included in the brandbook.
slide numbers:

Feedback to draft
a) First feedback was discussed during the meeting in Foligno, but all partners will send their feedback to
the lead partner till 1st of November, so that St. Elmo’s Tourismusmarketing can proceed further.

To-Do‘s

Who

When

feedback to lead partner
Feedback to Saint Elmo’s Marketing
Next version

All project partners
Lead partner
Saint Elmo’s Tourismusmarketing

01/11/2019
As soon as possible
After train the trainer seminar,
till the end of November
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